GEOCHEMISTRY OF ACID MINE CONTAMINATION-AQUIFER INTERACTIONS
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Abstract. The Pinal Creek Basin near Globe, Arizona, is an example of a groundwater/surface water system contaminated by wastes from historic metal mining practices. Acidic mining wastes that have leached into the regional aquifer have come in contact with alluvial sediments, dissolving manganese oxides and precipitating iron sulfato-hydroxides. Manganese is reoxidized in sediments of a perennial stream (Pinal Creek) formed as the aquifer thins and groundwater is forced to land surface. Iron and manganese in the system are inextricably linked through redox couples. These interactions, which produce reaction rates varying by orders of magnitude and non-stoichiometric release of manganese, are poorly understood. We have designed a flow-through reaction cell to obtain in situ real time X-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS) data during geochemical reactions. By coupling solution chemistry data with spectroscopic measurements, we were able to show that the spinel mineral, jacobsite, forms as a metastable intermediate phase during the reductive dissolution of manganese oxide (MnO₂) by ferrous iron (Fe(II)). The production of Fe(III) followed by the precipitation of ferric hydroxides and the formation of the jacobsite phase, were responsible for reducing the rate of the reaction as time progressed. Laboratory studies have determined that Mn-oxidation in stream sediments increases Co, Ni, and Zn loading through a variety of processes, including oxidation, co-precipitation, solid solution formation, structural exchange, and/or sorption. This information provides a more complete picture of the controls on metal transport and attenuation in the Pinal Creek Basin.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the processes controlling the attenuation of metals by sediments in natural systems impacted by acid mine drainage is critical to the management and design of remediation efforts. The transport and fate of acid mine metal contaminants are often largely affected by existing and newly forming Fe, Al, and Mn-oxide sediment coatings [1]. These oxides provide efficient adsorption surfaces, and they can participate in oxidation-reduction reactions that change the stability and bonding of adsorbed species, in some cases leading to incorporation within mineral structures [2,3]. Processes such as surface precipitation, solid solution formation, and microbially facilitated oxidation-reduction can substantially enhance trace metal accumulation at sediment surfaces [4–6]. In central Arizona, USA, the Pinal Creek Basin (Fig. 1) has been impacted by acid mine drainage from large scale copper mining activities during the last century. Low pH leachate (pH ~3) has infiltrated the alluvial aquifer underlying the basin resulting in the dissolution of natural aquifer materials and the subsequent release of metals, including Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn.
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In the Pinal Basin aquifer where there are sub-oxic conditions, aqueous Fe(II) is oxidized by Mn(III,IV)-hydroxides, resulting in the precipitation of Fe(III) sulfato-hydroxides and the release of aqueous Mn(II) [7]. However, very little is known regarding the reaction mechanisms controlling Mn/Fe redox couples. Stollenwerk [8] performed column experiments on natural sediments and showed that less than 50% of the predicted manganese released by Fe(II) was released to solution. We have investigated the reductive dissolution of MnO₂ by Fe(II) under conditions simulating that of an acidic plume, resulting from mine wastes in real time by using an X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) flow-through cell. Our goal was to determine if Mn intermediates form during reaction, and if so, to determine structural information regarding the intermediates.

Within the perennial reach of Pinal Creek where there are oxic conditions, Mn(II) released in the aquifer is reoxidized, resulting in the precipitation of Mn(III,IV)-hydroxides [9]. Newly forming Mn-oxides increase the attenuation of trace metals (Co, Ni, and Zn) by providing fresh sorption surfaces, and by facilitating oxidation, co-precipitation, solid solution, and ion exchange processes [10].

The primary objective of the research presented in this paper is to characterize the oxidation/reduction reactions in the aquifer controlling Fe and Mn transport, and to characterize the interaction of Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn with sediments in the perennial reach of Pinal Creek. This research is part of a multi-agency effort aimed at understanding the controls on metal transport in the Pinal Creek Basin, in order to assess the long term implications on ground and surface water quality. We refer to the experiments simulating aquifer conditions as the "sub-oxic experiments", and to the experiments simulating stream conditions as the "oxic experiments".

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sub-oxic experiments.** Batch experiments were performed under sub-oxic conditions (N₂-H₂ atmosphere) inside a glove box. All solutions contained less than 10 µg l⁻¹ of dissolved oxygen. Pyrolusite-coated quartz was equilibrated with inert electrolyte of similar composition to that of the acidic plume, with the exclusion of trace metals in order to focus on the Fe-Mn redox couples. The mixture was spiked with Fe(II) to yield initial concentrations of 4–10 mM Fe(II), pH was monitored continuously, and discrete samples were analyzed for Mn(II), Fe(II) and Fe₇.

Flow through cell experiments were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL), Stanford, CA, USA. A MnO₂-coated silica gel was used to increase the specific surface area of the MnO₂, thereby enhancing the ability to detect surface species during the
reaction. This material is referred to as MnO$_2$sc. X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra were collected, pH was monitored, and the effluent was collected in set samples sizes and analyzed for Mn(II) and total iron (FeT). XANES reaction spectra were fit with linear combinations of XANES spectra of reference Mn minerals using the non-linear, least-squares routine in EXAFSPAK [11]. Details of the experimental setup have been described elsewhere [12].

Oxic experiments. To examine the interactions of Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn with sediments in the perennial reach of Pinal Creek, we conducted a series of column experiments using contaminated sediments collected from the streambed. Uptake experiments were conducted for 450 pore volumes, at which point a metal free solution was eluted for 150 pore volumes to examine metal release. An artificial stream water (ASW) with major ion and Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn concentrations (55, 0.57, 0.77, 1.2 mg L$^{-1}$) similar to surface water at Pinal Creek [13] was used in all uptake experiments. ASW without Mn, Ni, Co, or Zn was used in desorption experiments. Two experiments were conducted, biotic and abiotic. Biotic experiments contained naturally occurring Mn-oxidizing bacteria, and most closely represented stream conditions. Abiotic conditions were achieved by poisoning biotic sediments to eliminate Mn-oxidizing bacteria. The difference between biotic and abiotic experiments represents the effect of microbial Mn-oxidation. Each experiment was conducted using three sediments of different Mn-oxide content to examine the relative effect of pre-existing Mn-oxide content on metal uptake and retention. Uptake, release, and retention were determined from breakthrough curves.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sub-oxic experiments. Typical results of the Mn(II) release to solution in the batch experiments are presented in Fig. 2. The release of Mn(II) solution was typified by an initial fast release in the first 10–15 min of the experiment, followed by a much slower release over a period of days. This change in reaction rate coincided with the decrease of Fe(III) in solution and the concomitant consumption of protons due to Fe(III) sorption and precipitation (presumably as Fe(OH)$_3$). Therefore, we postulated that the decrease in the reaction rate was due to coating of Mn(IV) surface sites by a ferric precipitate (Fig. 3). Mass balance results indicate that Mn is not released in stoichiometric proportions to the amount of Fe(II) oxidized, however, the magnitude of the imbalance is not as great as that found by Stollenwerk [8].

Flow through cell experiments were performed at SSRL to probe the reaction in situ, with the intent to determine the manganese speciation as the reaction progressed. Spectroscopic results (Fig. 4) indicate that the Mn(II) is released to solution as is evidenced by the increased magnitude of the shoulder at 6554 eV. In addition, the energy of maximum absorption decreases from 6561.5 to 6560 eV, indicating that the average valence of the manganese in the sample has decreased. A second shoulder at 6549 eV appears and cannot be attributed to either manganese end member (MnO$_2$sc or Mn(II)$_{aq}$). Furthermore, a peak appears in the pre-edge region (Fig. 4, inset). This feature

Fig. 2. Typical results of the release of Mn(II) to solution during batch experiment investigating the reductive dissolution of MnO$_2$ by Fe(II).

Fig. 3. General conceptual model of the inhibition of the reductive dissolution of MnO$_2$ by Fe(II) due to the ferric precipitates coating available Mn(IV) surface sites.

Breakthrough curves were modeled using a one-dimensional solute transport parameter estimation code CXTFIT (14) to determine rate constants for continuous uptake.
is generally attributed to forbidden 1s-3d transitions, thought to be allowed when there is a decrease in the symmetry of the Mn environment [15]. This can be due to either tetrahedral coordination or the presence of Mn(III) which distorts the bond lengths in the octahedral coordination due to Jahn-Teller effects.

Fits of the reaction spectra with the two manganese end members (MnO$_{2\text{sc}}$ and Mn(II)$_{\text{aq}}$) were increasingly unsatisfactory as the reaction progressed. A third component was added to the fit, and jacobsite, MnFe$_2$O$_4$ was the only Mn(II,III) mineral that adequately fit the data. Results from one XANES spectrum, and the fits with and without jacobsite, are presented in Fig. 5. The first derivatives of the spectrum and the fits are presented to highlight the differences in the fits. Concentration is linearly related to absorbance as a first approximation. Approximately 5% of the original Mn(IV) was present in the jacobsite intermediate phase after two hours of reaction. While this value is smaller than the 50% imbalance found by Stollenwerk [8], our system is less complex, a fact which may account for a lower Mn imbalance.

Oxic experiments. Typical breakthrough curves from column experiments simulating stream conditions are presented in Fig. 6. Mn(II) uptake reached complete breakthrough (C/C$_0$ = 1) within 100 pore volumes, and was best modeled as an equilibrium process (Fig. 6). Mn uptake was 8 ± 7, 39 ± 9, and 9 ± 7% higher in biotic experiments than abiotic experiments for the low, intermediate, and high sediments, respectively, consistent with previous investigations which observed enhanced Mn-oxidation due to microbial facilitation [16–18]. Retention of Mn was 392 ± 32, 124 ± 14, and 5 ± 7% higher under biotic conditions for the low, intermediate, and high sediments respectively, indicating that microbial oxidation decreased in importance relative to abiotic oxidation as sediment Mn-oxide content increased. Although initial uptake of Mn occurred primarily as adsorption, the majority of Mn retained in columns was incorporated into Mn-oxides. These results suggest initial uptake of Mn by adsorption, followed by surface oxidation of adsorbed Mn(II) to form Mn(III, IV) oxides, as has been previously proposed [19,20].

As with Mn, Ni reached complete breakthrough within 100 pore volumes (Fig. 6). Ni uptake under all experimental conditions was best modeled with equilibrium assumptions, consistent with adsorption as the primary uptake mechanism. The adsorption of nickel onto Mn-oxides has been observed by numerous previous investigators [19,21,22]. Ni uptake in biotic columns was 81 ± 11, 88
± 11, and 90 ± 12% higher than in abiotic columns for the low, intermediate, and high sediments, respectively. The difference between biotic and abiotic Ni uptake is attributed to adsorption onto newly formed Mn-oxide surfaces, which is consistent with observed Ni uptake in the hyporheic zone at Pinal Creek [13].

Unlike Mn and Ni, Co did not reach complete breakthrough (C/Co = 1). Continuous uptake of Co was evident from the plateau behavior exhibited by breakthrough curves (Fig. 6). The amount of continuous uptake increased with increasing sediment Mn-oxide content, resulting in approximately 8, 30, and 65 ± 5% removal of the influent Co under biotic conditions for the low, intermediate, and high Mn-oxide sediments, respectively. Uptake of Co in the biotic experiment was 42 ± 8, 29 ± 8, and 75 ± 11% greater than uptake in the abiotic experiment for the low, intermediate, and high Mn-oxide sediments, respectively. Direct microbial oxidation of Co in Pinal Creek sediments was not observed in batch experiments [23], therefore, it is assumed that microbially enhanced uptake of Co was due to increased Mn oxidation. Oxidation of adsorbed Co(II) to Co(III) on Mn-oxides and incorporation into the Mn-oxide structure has been proposed as an explanation of large amounts of Co uptake onto Mn-oxides [21,24,25].

In sharp contrast to Co, Mn, and Ni, Zn uptake and retention were minimally affected by microbial Mn-oxidation or pre-existing sediment Mn-oxide content. During the first 100 pore volumes breakthrough was best modeled as equilibrium, but Zn breakthrough reached a plateau of approximately C/Co = 0.55, indicating a mechanism of continuous uptake (Fig. 6). The fact that Zn uptake was largely independent of newly forming or existing Mn-oxides suggests that a continuous uptake occurred during precipitation of a new Zn mineral phase, however, Zn was undersaturated with respect to common pure phase minerals. It is suspected that Zn participated in the formation of a solid solution. Manganese in column experiments was supersaturated with respect to the oxide phases hetaerolite (ZnMn$_2$O$_4$; log SI = 11.62) and hausmannite (Mn$_3$O$_4$; log SI = 12.30). Hetaerolite can preferably form over hausmannite when Zn(II) is more stable than Mn(II), which was the case in these experiments [26]. Mn was also supersaturated with respect to rhodochrosite (MnCO$_3$, SI = 0.70), and Zn was near saturation with respect to smithsonite (ZnCO$_3$, SI = -1.54). Rhodochrosite-smithsonite solid-solution series have been observed to form at low temperatures in solutions supersaturated with Mn$^{2+}$ and undersaturated with Zn$^{2+}$ [27].

Large scale irreversible geochemical changes in the Pinal Basin aquifer have resulted in substantial loading of metals in the oxic stream bed of Pinal Creek. Although the sub-oxic and oxic environments are hydrologically connected, they are geochemically very different. A wide range of mechanisms affected metal transport and attenuation, with oxidation-reduction conditions acting as primary control. The specific mechanisms controlling metal uptake and release were not always intuitive or easy to predict without considering each metal on an individual basis, as exemplified by the low temperature spinel formation we observed. Understanding the behavior of metals in the aquifer and stream facilitates our ability to model and predict transport and fate of contaminants in systems similar to Pinal Basin.
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